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An international webinar on “Outsider in Science” was organised by Department of Zoology,
Rampurhat College, Rampurhat, Birbhum, West Bengal on 22th September 2021, from 11:00 am
to 1:00 P.M (IST).
The webinar was conducted by Prof. Arup Kumar Sinha, convener of the webinar, Department
of Zoology, Rampurhat College requested Dr. Buddhadeb Mukherjee, Teacher-in-charge,
Rampurhat College to deliberate the welcome address to the hon’ble eminent research scholar
and the resource person of the webinar Dr. Soumendranath Bhakat , Post-doctoral fellow ,
Washington University, USA and all the participants of the said webinar. Dr. Buddhadeb
Mukherjee welcomed the resource person and all the participants. Prof. Sinha complemented Dr.
Bhakat for his research works at different levels and publications of 35 papers in different
international journals.
Dr. Bhakat started his deliberation with a unique vision on different aspects
including (1) Persons with no academic degree or affiliations but still persuing science. (2)
Persons with academic degree but not affiliated with regular academic institute but still persuing
science. (3) Persons who are experienced in a particular field and crossover to another field for
curiosity. Throughout his lecture Dr. Bhakat astounded all the participants.
In the question answer session the resource person cleared all the doubts of the
participants.
Dr. Prabal Kumar Sinha, Chairman IQAC, Rampurhat College gave vote of thanks to all
participants, resource person and all the participants of this webinar.
The convener of the webinar ended the meeting with thanks.
During the webinar session feedback link was send to the message box of meeting link and about
84 participants were replayed through the link.

The webinar was held on Google Meet and also hosted on YouTube.
Links:Registration Link : https://forms.gle/tnoz6AkqxRAyd4c29
Youtube Link : https://youtu.be/oKelbrByEMk
Google Meet Link : meet.google.com/muy-ezzz-giq
Feedback Link : https://forms.gle/eZYXeJx9VrVYB6gr9

